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launches at Peach Guitars (UK) and Deluxe Guitars (Australia)

AmpRx releases the international BrownBox 

Nashville, TN January 1, 2024 — The popular line voltage attenuator for tube
amplifiers, BrownBox by AmpRx, is now available in a 220-240V version for
international use. 

The BrownBox 200 Series is a 220-240 Volt AC, 50 Hz, 2.5 Amp line voltage
attenuator and supplies up to 440 Watts. It is available now at Peach Guitars
(United Kingdom) and Deluxe Guitars (Melbourne, Australia).

BrownBox is on display and available for dealer order at a special NAMM price at
Booth #6021 all week. Meet with company owners and professional musicians
Cassandra Sotos, CEO, and Clark Singleton, President, to discover exactly why
artists, amp designers and technicians rely on the BrownBox to provide consistent
sound, performance and extend the life of their gear. Email sales@brownbox.rocks
for more information or to place an order.

The tone and performance of modern and vintage tube amplifiers rely heavily on
the input voltage available from the wall or other power source. Variations in input
voltage can drastically affect overall sound and performance and can shorten the
life of the components, leading to excessive repairs and frustration. The BrownBox
by AmpRx allows the user to discover and supply the optimal input voltage for their
equipment, get a tone they love, and protect their gear in any environment
regardless of the normal variations in voltage. BrownBox provides a consistent
basis for the signal chain every single time- guaranteed. 

When a tube amplifier is supplied with the proper line voltage, it will sound and respond as originally intended,
revealing the circuit’s true harmonic content, and preventing unnecessary, expensive, and frustrating repairs.
BrownBox users testify time and again as to how their amp’s tone, touch and feel have finally come together, providing
them with improved harmonics and dynamic amp performance- allowing them to capture the elusive tone they’ve
always wanted, every time, everywhere. Artists, amp designers, and technicians all agree: every tube amp needs a
BrownBox.

Stop by booth #6021 to see the BrownBox in action, talk with the owners, team and artists and see exactly why so
many people around the world insist on a BrownBox when they make music. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Check out what Peach Guitars has to say about the BrownBox 200 series here
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